
GIFT AID SMALL DONATIONS SCHEME –  
CALL FOR EVIDENCE 
 
This provides some notes to help Church of England dioceses and parishes respond to 
HRMC’s call for evidence. Whilst we would encourage you to make your own submission 
and express your own views, in general we hope submissions from across the Church 
would provide some evidence: 
• that the GASDS scheme has allowed the C of E to claim additional funds that would not 

otherwise have been covered by Gift Aid and as such is very welcome,  
• as to whether you find the scheme too complex to operate effectively,  
• relating to the degree to which they have been able to use it and also ideas for 

simplification. 
 
The sections in black are from the Consultation document:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/gift-aid-small-donations-scheme-a-call-for-
evidence the comments in blue are notes for those responding The Consultation notes that 
respondents can answer as many of the questions as they wish to address. 
There is no obligation to respond to all questions. 
 
As well as sending your response into HMRC, it would be helpful if you were also able to let 
the National Team have a copy of it, so we can understand views across the church better. 
If you’re willing to do this, please send a copy to John Preston, the National Stewardship 
Officer, at john.preston@churchofengland.org.  
 
 
Factual understanding and accessibility of the current scheme rules 
The questions in this section invite evidence relating to the clarity and accessibility of the 
current GASDS rules.   
 

1) Are you aware of the scheme and familiar with the current rules? If not please provide 
details. The question is self-explanatory. However, during the year HMRC have changed 
their view on the connectedness of PCCs which has led to the C of E issuing new guidance 
being issued for single church parishes.  Because HMRC haven’t changed anything on their 
website to reflect any of this, parishes could easily not know, and by just following HMRC 
guidance, could carry on under-claiming, or claiming fully on both elements. 
 

2) Has your charity made a claim under the small donations scheme? If so, how many claims 
on average does your charity make a year? If not what is the reason for this. Self-
explanatory. 
 

3) Please indicate if you are a singleton charity, unconnected charity affiliated by 
membership of a union/association or a connected charity claiming under: 

• main top-up payment only 
• community building amount only 
• both the main top-up payment and the community building amount 

PCCs are independent un-connected charities which are a part of the Church of England. 
Given they are not affliated by membership of a union or association this is a better phrase 
than any of the ones given.  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/gift-aid-small-donations-scheme-a-call-for-evidence
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4) Does your charity receive sufficient eligible small cash donations allowing you to benefit 
from the full £5,000 small donations amount? If not, please indicate the range in which your 
charity’s annual small donations usually fall.  Self-explanatory question. 
Small donations amount range between: £1 - £2,000, £2,000 – £4,000, £4,000 - £5,000 
 

5) Have you encountered any problems and barriers during the claiming process? If so, 
please provide details and examples.  Self-explanatory question. This would cover both 
issues relating to the claims process, but also to the clarity of the forms and guidance. A 
number of parishes initially made double claims owing to poorly worded questions on the 
claims section on the Charities Online website – if this applied to you, you should say so as 
it will confirm that the double claiming was accidental. 
 
Eligibility conditions and matching rule 
The questions in this section invite evidence relating to the eligibility conditions and the 
matching criteria. 
 

6) Are there any eligibility criteria that your charity is struggling to meet? If so, what is the 
reason for this? (For example, the charity has not existed for two tax years).  The eligibility 
criteria are: 

• Have been in existence for at least two complete tax years, unless the charity has 
recently merged with another (If you have had issues in relation to parishes merging, 
please include this here.) 

• Have made a successful Gift Aid claim in at least two of the previous four tax years, 
with no more than two years’ gap between claims 

• Not have incurred a penalty in respect of a Gift Aid claim or GASDS claim in this or 
the last tax year 

 

7) Please give an indication of the amount your charity could be claiming if it met the 
eligibility conditions?  
Please also specify if you are a small (total income (£10-£100K), medium (£100K - £1 million) 
or a large (£1 -£10 million) sized organisation? 
Self-explanatory questions. The first question relates to up to £5k per church. 
 
 

8) Does your charity claim under Gift Aid? If not what is the reason for this? Self-explanatory 
question. 
 
 

9) Does your charity receive sufficient Gift Aid donations to allow it to meet the matching 
criteria and claim under GASDS in respect of all its eligible small cash donations (up to 
£5000)? If not, is there a particular reason for this? Self-explanatory questions – the 
matching criteria is 10% of GASDS claimed.  If a parish has multiple church buildings, the 
amount that could be claimed is £5,000 for each building, and so the matching amount of 
Gift Aid rises correspondingly. 
 
 

10) Do you feel that the current matching rule prevents your charity from accessing 
payments under GASDS? If so, what are the reasons for this?  Self-explanatory – the 
question is asking whether you are limited in the GASDS you can claim because you have 
less than £500 Gift Aid (or 10% of the amount of donations eligible for GASDS if smaller) 
per church. For most parishes, this is unlikely to be an issue. 



 
 

Connected charities and Community building rules 
The questions in this section invite evidence relating to the current connected charities and 
community building rules. 
 

11) If your charity operates in a community building, does it currently claim under the 
community building amount? If so, please indicate the small donations range, as listed 
below, applicable to your charity’s community buildings relief claim? If not, why not? 
Small donations amount range between: £1 - £2,000, £2,000 – £4,000, £4,000 - £5,000 
Single Church Parishes were required to use the Community Buildings route prior to 
September 2015, but can now use the Core element instead.  Parishes with more than one 
church building should continue to use the Community Buildings part of the scheme. If you 
have formerly claimed under one part of the scheme, but will change in the future, you 
should note this. 
 
 

12) Have you claimed under community building amount for more than one community 
building? If so please advise: 

• if you are a singleton charity, unconnected charity affiliated by membership of a 
union/association or a connected charity 

• the number of community building allowance claimed for each year and the 
amounts claimed in respect of each building. 

Again, the best phrase is that PCCs are independent un-connected charities which are a part 
of the Church of England. You should also state how many church buildings you have and 
how much you have claimed in each year for each of them. 
 
 

13) Have you claimed under both the main top-up payment and the community building 
amount? If so, please advise the amounts claimed for each year. 
 

Parishes have been encouraged to claim no more than £5,000 per church.  The simple 
version of the guidance is to use only one section of the scheme (Single church parishes to 
move to use the ‘Top-Up’ element, Multi-church parishes to stay with the Community 
Buildings element.)  Multi-Church Parishes can now use both elements but should not claim 
more than £5,000 per church – using the community buildings element for each of the 
churches to claim on donations received in services with 10 or more people present, and 
using the ‘top-up’ element for wall safe donations, those received outside the building (eg 
home communion), and from services with fewer than 10 people, to bring the total claim 
for the parish up to no more than £5,000 of eligible donations per church. 
 
 

14) Has your organisation found any part(s) of the community building rules to be 
problematic? If so, please provide specific details and examples. 
 

Possible areas for comment might include: 
- The requirement for ten or more people to be present during charitable activities 

(services). Some smaller parishes have commented that this has felt particularly 
unfair. 

- The requirement to separate out offerings received at different services and count 
them separately, rather than leave the cash on the plate between the 8am and the 
9:30am services, for example. 



- That wall-safe donations or those received outside of the building can’t be counted 
 

15) Is there a better way than the current approach to create a level playing field as far as 
possible between charities that are undertaking similar activities but structured differently 
so that the original policy intention of the scheme can be implemented i.e. for each eligible 
charity to get one £5,000 allowance. 
 

The national church has proposed a simplification that charities should be able to claim on 
one part of the scheme or the other but not both. This would ensure that HMRC’s biggest 
policy concern – charities overclaiming by using both parts of the scheme - would be 
addressed, and it would simplify the scheme for users.  
The Community Buildings scheme was introduced in response to concerns expressed from 
churches such as the Roman Catholic Church (where the charity lies at the Diocesan level) 
and the Salvation Army (where the charity is at a national level). This simplification on using 
one part of the scheme but not both would have very little financial impact on any of the 
churches, but would provide considerable reassurance to HMRC.  If you are supportive 
of this, it would be appreciated if you could make this point in your submission. 
 
16) If there are other ideas and views that have not been covered in the above discussion 
areas respondents are invited to provide details along with any supporting evidence that 
helps to explain why their ideas should be considered for future policy making. 
  

If you have some ideas then please share them with HRMC in your response, and also with 
the National Stewardship team (john.preston@churchofengland.org)  Supporting evidence 
would be needed as to why your idea is both practical and cost-effective. 
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